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Equilibrium behavior of asymmetric ABA triblock copolymer melts
M. W. Matsena)

Polymer Science Centre, University of Reading, Whiteknights, Reading RG6 6AF, United Kingdom

~Received 19 June 2000; accepted 6 July 2000!

Melts of ABA triblock copolymers with two different sized end blocks are examined using
self-consistent field theory. At small asymmetries, theA block bidispersity reduces the stretching
energy of theA domains. This effect causes a slight increase in the domain spacing and shifts the
order–order transitions~OOTs! toward higher A volume fractions. At large asymmetries, a
significant number of the shortA blocks pull free of their domains allowing theirB blocks to relax.
This effect produces a much greater increase in domain spacing and shifts the OOTs toward lower
A volume fractions. It also leads to a sizable region of close-packed spheres. At the crossover
between these two effects, the ordered morphologies are shifted from their normal compositions by
about 10%. The displacement of the complex gyroid region is found to have a strong influence on
the metastability of the perforated-lamellar phase. ©2000 American Institute of Physics.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The most important principals of block copolymer pha
behavior are already captured by the simplestAB diblock
architecture.1–3 Unfavorable interactions between theA and
B blocks countered by their connectivity results in m
crophase separation into periodic morphologies~see Fig. 1!.
The equilibrium domain size of these structures is dicta
by a competition between theA/B interfacial tension and the
entropic penalty of stretching the chains between the sepa
A and B rich domains. A further competition between th
stretching energies of the individualA andB blocks imparts
a spontaneous curvature upon theA/B interface, favoring the
shorter block on the inside of curvature. As the asymmetr
the blocks increases, the resulting spontaneous curva
produces the usual progression of lamellar~L!, gyroid ~G!,
cylindrical ~C!, and spherical~S! morphologies~see Fig. 2!.
When two or more structures possess an appropriate int
cial curvature, the system chooses the one best able to si
taneously produce an interface of uniform curvature and
mains of uniform thickness, so as to minimize the interfac
and stretching energies, respectively. This issue, comm
referred to as packing frustration, is responsible for selec
the gyroid morphology over the metastable perforat
lamellar~PL! phase often observed in diblock melts.1,2,4 Fur-
thermore, the tendency to produce uniform domains is
sponsible for the hexagonal and bcc packing of mino
domains in the cylindrical and spherical phas
respectively.5 A region of closed-packed spheres (Scp) is pre-
dicted to occur at high asymmetries, but only because
packing frustration is relieved by molecules pulling free
the minority domains and swelling the matrix. However, e
periments suggest that fluctuations destroy the long-ra
order of thisScp morphology transforming it into part of th
disordered phase.6

As block copolymer architectures increase in compl
ity, additional effects enter. For example, when two dibloc

a!Electronic mail: m.w.matsen@reading.ac.uk
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are joined together by theirB ends, they form a symmetric
ABA triblock where both ends of theB block are constrained
to the interface. The presence of bridged configuration7

where distinct interfaces are linked together by theB block,
greatly affects the mechanical properties of the melt.8 Nev-
ertheless, the equilibrium behavior of symmetricABA tri-
blocks and the homologousAB diblocks, from which they
are formed, are very similar.9,10 However, the triblock melts
do remain ordered to somewhat higher temperatures bec
of their largerB block;9,11,12 this is particularly true whenB
forms the minority domain. Furthermore, theB domains of
the triblock melt are slightly softer, which shifts its order
order phase boundaries toward higherA volume
fractions,9,11,12increases its domain spacing,9,11and increases
the metastability of the PL phase when theA layers are
perforated.9 The increased softness of the triblockB domains
can be attributed to the reduction in translational entro
caused by joining two diblock ends together.13

In this paper, we examine melts of asymmetricABA tri-
block copolymer, where the two end blocks have differe
lengths. To our knowledge, this system has so far only
ceived limited theoretical attention in the weak-segregat
regime.12 Our study now provides a relatively thorough in
vestigation focusing on the more experimentally relev
intermediate-segregation regime. This architecture in
duces two new effects not present in theAB diblock and the
symmetricABA triblock systems described previously. Firs
a modest bidispersity of the end blocks lowers the ela
energy of theA domain, and second, high asymmetries p
mit some of theB blocks to lower their stretching energy b
pulling the shortA blocks into the middle of theB domain.
Both of these effects significantly alter the domain siz
cause large shifts in the phase boundaries, and influence
packing frustration.

II. RESULTS

In the following, we provide results for a monodisper
melt of n asymmetricABA triblock copolymers. Each tri-
9 © 2000 American Institute of Physics
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block molecule is composed ofN segments, where all seg
ments are assumed to be incompressible and are de
based on a common segment volumer0

21, so that the total
volume of the melt remains fixed atV5nN/r0. In this study,

FIG. 2. Mean-field phase diagrams for melts of~a! AB diblock copolymer
and ~b! symmetricABA triblock copolymer plotted in terms of segregatio
xN and compositionf A calculated with SCFT.

FIG. 1. Schematic diagrams of the ordered lamellar~L!, cylindrical ~C!,
spherical~S!, gyroid ~G!, and perforated-lamellar~PL! morphologies ob-
served inAB-type block copolymer systems. Each diagram shows the
main occupied by the short minority blocks; the remaining space is filled
the majority blocks. In addition to the usualS phase where the spheres a
packed on a bcc lattice, theory also predicts a similarScp phase with close-
packed spheres.
Downloaded 29 Apr 2005 to 134.225.1.162. Redistribution subject to AIP
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we restrict our attention to conformationally symmetric se
ments, where bothA andB segments have the same statis
cal lengtha. The interaction betweenA and B segments is
controlled by the usual Flory–Hugginsx parameter. The
composition of the molecule is specified by 0< f A<1, and
the asymmetry is controlled by 0<t< 1

2. These two param-
eters are defined such that the shorterA block hast f AN
segments, the middleB block has (12 f A)N segments, and
longer A block contains (12t) f AN segments. Most of our
results are obtained from self-consistent field theo
~SCFT!14,15as described in Ref. 9, but some are based on
strong-segregation theory~SST!3 described in the Appendix

Figure 3 displays a series of phase diagrams for as
metric ABA triblock copolymer melts plotted in thet vs f A

plane at fixed degrees of segregation,xN520, 30, and 40.
As the asymmetry changes, the various ordered region
the diblock system (t50) in Fig. 2~a! evolve smoothly into
those of the symmetric triblock system (t5 1

2) in Fig. 2~b!.
Because diblocks are more strongly ordered than symme
triblocks of equal molecular weight~see Fig. 2!, the ordered
regions tend to narrow ast increases, particularly at sma
xN @see Fig. 3~a!#. However, superimposed on this trend is
significant deflection in the order–order transitions~OOTs!

-
y

FIG. 3. Mean-field phase diagrams for asymmetricABA triblocks spanning
between the diblock (t50.0) and symmetric triblock (t50.5) limits at
segregations of~a! xN520, ~b! xN520, and~c! xN540 calculated with
SCFT. The dotted curves indicate the critical asymmetriestc predicted by
SST beyond which shortA blocks are extracted from their domains.
 license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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5541J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 113, No. 13, 1 October 2000 Triblock copolymer melts
toward large f A . There is also a sizable region of clos
packed spheres (Scp) at intermediate asymmetries on th
small-f A side of the phase diagram, where the spheres
formed by the end blocks.

It is well known theoretically1 and experimentally4 that a
perforated-lamellar~PL! phase competes closely for stabili
in the complex phase region of the diblock phase diagr
More specifically, calculations1 predict the PL phase to b
most metastable along theL/G phase boundary. The sam
remains true for the asymmetric triblock melts examin
here. Figure 4 displays the excess free energy,DFPL , of the
PL phase along bothL/G boundaries for all three degrees
segregation considered in Fig. 3. Clearly, the metastabilit
the PL phase is strongly influenced by the composition sw
in the L/G boundary. In particular, PL favors the large-f A

side of the phase diagram@see Fig. 4~b!#, where the perfo-
ratedB layers become unusually thin.

The explanation for the strong deflection in the OO
becomes apparent when we examine the junction distr
tions. Figure 4 plots them as a function of asymmetryt for
the lamellar~L! phase atf A50.5. We label the junction dis
tributions associated with the short and longA blocks as
rJ,s(z) andrJ,l(z), respectively. Thez coordinate normal to
the lamellae is defined such that an interface occursz
50 with A and B domains to the immediate left and righ
respectively. When the asymmetry is small~i.e., t*0.3),
both distributions are similarly peaked at theA/B interfaces.
However, as the asymmetry increases, a significant pop
tion of shortA blocks are pulled from their domains, as ev
dent in Fig. 5~c! whererJ,s(z) has a well-defined peak in th
middle of theB domain. In the limitt→0 @i.e., Fig. 5~d!#,

FIG. 4. Excess free energyDFPL of the perforated-lamellar~PL! phase as a
function of asymmetryt along theL/G phase boundaries at segregations
xN520, 30, and 40. Plots~a! and~b! examine the small- and large-f A sides
of the phase diagram where the perforations occur in theA- and B-rich
layers, respectively. Numerical difficulties prevented us from extending
xN540 results tot50.
Downloaded 29 Apr 2005 to 134.225.1.162. Redistribution subject to AIP
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where the copolymer becomes a diblock,rJ,s(z) becomes
the distribution for theB end of the molecule. Figure 5~e!
estimates the fraction of shortA blocks remaining in their
domains as a function of the asymmetryt for xN530, 100,
and 400. Although higher segregations require a gre
asymmetry to dislodge theA blocks, the resulting effects ar
far more abrupt. ForxN5400, we compare our SCFT pre
diction with the SST one~dashed curve! from the Appendix.
Both theories provide similar results, but the SST somew
overestimates the asymmetry required to extract theA blocks
from their domain. Furthermore, the SST predicts that t
point occurs at a well-defined critical asymmetrytc , which
is plotted in Fig. 3 with dotted curves. Although these curv
are calculated for a lamellar phase, we extend them into
nonlamellar phases assuming thattc is only weakly affected
by the geometry of the microdomains. Considering the in
curacies in the SST prediction, the critical asymmetries p
ted in Fig. 3 coincide well with the extrema in the OOTs.

The extraction of shortA blocks has a significant effec
on the domain spacing of the ordered morphologies. Fig
6~a! shows the lamellar periodD as a function of the asym
metry t at three degrees of segregationxN530, 100, and
400. The bidispersity at small asymmetries produces

e

FIG. 5. DistributionsrJ,a(z) for the junctions of the short (a5s, dashed
curves! and long (a5 l , solid curves! A blocks plotted atf A50.5 andxN
530 for ~a! t50.3, ~b! t50.2, ~c! t50.1, and~d! t50.0. The coordinate,
z, normal to the lamellae is defined so that an interface occurs atz50 with
A andB domains to the immediate left and right, respectively. The bott
plot ~e! shows the ratio of the two junction distributions at the interface a
function of asymmetryt at f A50.5 for the segregationsxN530, 100, and
400 ~solid curves!. At the highest segregation, we include the SST pred
tion ~dashed curve!.
 license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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gradual growth in the lamellar period that transforms into
more rapid growth at higher asymmetries whereA blocks are
dislodged from their domains. Again, the transformation
tween these two regimes becomes more pronounced
shifts toward higher asymmetries as the segregation
creases. The dashed curve in Fig. 6~a! shows the SST pre
diction for xN5400, which agrees reasonably well with th
SCFT curve. This effect on domain size is common to all
morphologies. Figure 6~b! demonstrates this by plotting th
characteristic domain sizeD* as a function of composition
f A for a series of asymmetriest. (D* [2p/q* , whereq* is
the principal scattering vector of a given morphology.16! Just
as for theL phase,D* increases gradually for small asym
metries (0.5>t*0.3), and then rapidly once the shortA
blocks start coming out of their domains (0.3*t>0.0). Be-
cause the chains tend to pull out sooner at smallf A ~see Fig.
3!, the curves in Fig. 6~b! tend to tilt. This is best illustrated
by examining the lamellar morphology, whereD* vs f A is
nearly flat fort50.0 andt50.5, but is highly tilted fort
50.1.

III. DISCUSSION

The effect of asymmetry on the linearABA triblock mol-
ecule produces several interesting behaviors in the melt.
cause symmetric triblocks (t5 1

2) are less segregated tha
diblocks (t50), we might naively expect the order–ord
transitions~OOTs! to spread out fromf A50.5 monotonically
as t decreases. Although this trend is present in Fig. 3,
perimposed is a strong shift in OOTs first to the right a

FIG. 6. ~a! Lamellar periodD as a function of asymmetryt at f A50.5 for
xN530, 100, and 400~solid curves!. At the highest segregation, we includ
the SST prediction~dashed curve!. ~b! Characteristic domain sizesD* plot-
ted as a function of compositionf A at xN530 for a series of asymmetriest.
The discontinuities indicated by the dots result from the order–order tra
tions.
Downloaded 29 Apr 2005 to 134.225.1.162. Redistribution subject to AIP
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then to the left. We could also naively expect the dom
spacing to change uniformly, but instead it increases slo
at first and then rapidly~see Fig. 6!. These behaviors resu
from two important features of the asymmetric triblock c
polymer melts. First, theA domains are formed from a bid
isperse mixture of chains, and second, the shortA blocks are
easily dislodged from their domains at high asymmetries

It is well established that the stretching energy of a b
isperse brush is less than that of a monodisperse brush.17 The
explanation is made obvious by comparing the symme
and asymmetric triblocks in Figs. 7~a! and 7~b!, respectively.
The configuration of the asymmetric molecule is obtained
taking the symmetric molecule and transferring a small p
tion off the end of oneA block to the end of the other. Thi
action shifts theA segment distribution away from the inte
face without stretching the molecule. Thus, it follows that t
stretching energy in anA domain of a given thickness wil
decrease ast deviates from1

2. This fact is reflected in Fig. 6
where the domain spacing increases as the triblock beco
asymmetric. Furthermore, the spontaneous curvature cha
since transferring some of theB domain stretching to the
softer A domain by curving the interface away from theB
domain lowers the overall energy. This change in the sp
taneous curvature shifts the OOTs toward largerf A ast de-
creases from1

2.
When the asymmetry becomes sufficiently large, shorA

blocks begin to pull out of their domains. Although unfavo
able interactions occur when anA block leaves its domain
this is more than compensated for by the fact itsB block can
relax. Figures 7~b! and 7~c! demonstrate how the extractio
of an A block allows theB segments to shift away from th
interface without further stretching of the molecule. Cons
quently, the continuous extraction ofA blocks will reduce
the stretching energy of theB domains ast approaches 0.
This, in turn, causes a further increase in the domain spa
~see Fig. 6! and shifts the OOTs toward smallerf A ~see Fig.
3!.

The effects of asymmetry are well captured by t
strong-segregation theory~SST! in the Appendix. The func-
tion h(f) in Eq. ~A2! describes how the stretching energy

i-

FIG. 7. Schematic diagram of three triblock configurations all with eq
degrees of chain stretching. Dashed and solid curves denote theA and B
blocks, respectively. The symmetric triblock~a! has its segments closest t
the interface, while the first asymmetric triblock~b! places itsA segments
further away and the second asymmetric triblock~c! positions itsB seg-
ments further away by extracting its shortA block from theA domain.
 license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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affected when a fraction, 12f, of the shortA blocks is
pulled into theB domain at a given compositionf A and
asymmetryt. When the asymmetry is small~i.e., t& 1

2), all
the A blocks remain segregated, and hencef51. In this
case,h(1)5(116t) f A14(12 f A) where the first and sec
ond terms are proportional to the stretching energies of thA
andB domains, respectively. Thus, theA-domain stretching
decreases with asymmetry while that of theB domain is un-
affected. For aB block to relax, it has to pull its shortA
block into the center of its domain~i.e., decreasef). How-
ever, this cannot happen until a critical asymmetrytc is
reached, where the reduction in stretching energy of thB
domain, proportional to (D/aN1/2)2(12f2), is able to com-
pensate for the energy,xNtcf A(12f), of mixing theA and
B segments. The composition dependence oftc ~see Fig. 3!
occurs primarily because theA blocks become larger asf A

increases making them more difficult to dislodge. The seg
gation dependence obeys a simple scaling relation,tc

}(xN)22/3, which follows from the fact that the stretchin
energy of the B domain is proportional to (D/aN1/2)2

}(xN)1/3. The reduction intc with increasing segregation i
clearly evident in Figs. 3, 5~e!, and 6~a!. Although SST cap-
tures the essential features, it significantly underestim
tc , as is evident in Figs. 5~e! and 6~a!. This is the reason for
the small discrepancy between the dotted curves and the
trema of the OOTs in Fig. 3. Not surprisingly, the SCF
does not predict a well-defined critical asymmetrytc like the
SST, but nevertheless SCFT does display behavior that
comes increasingly abrupt at high segregations.

The perforated-lamellar~PL! phase competes closely fo
stability with the gyroid~G! phase because it possesse
similar degree ofA/B interfacial curvature.1,2 The fact that
PL has a slightly lower curvature causes it to compete m
effectively along theL/G boundary. Although both theG
and PL phases possess significant degrees of packing fru
tion due to variations in the thickness of their domains, PL
more frustrated and thus is only metastable. Based on ca
lations involving added homopolymer,2,18 the frustration in
the G phase is concentrated in the minority domain wher
for the PL phase it exists primarily in the majority domai
Because packing frustration is alleviated when a domain
comes either softer or thicker,1 the relative stability of the PL
phase is strongly influenced by the composition shifts in
L/G phase boundary. Specifically, the PL phase favors
highly asymmetric compositions where its majority laye
are thick while the lattices in theG phase are thin. This is th
same trend observed when theL/G phase boundary shifts a
a result of other mechanisms.9,19,20

The spherical~S! phase generally orders into a bcc sym
metry because this minimizes the packing frustration in
matrix, or in other words, it produces the most uniform
thick majority domain.5 Nevertheless, previous calculation
for diblock melts14,21have predicted close-packed~either fcc
or hcp! spherical (Scp) phases along the order–disorder tra
sition ~ODT!. They occur when a significant population
minority blocks pulls free of their domain swelling the m
trix. Because this relieves the packing frustration, other
fective interactions between the spheres are able to sele
close-packed geometry.21 In our symmetric triblock system
Downloaded 29 Apr 2005 to 134.225.1.162. Redistribution subject to AIP
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theScp region is particularly large whenA forms the spheres
andt,tc , because in this case, the shortA blocks are par-
ticularly easy to extract from their domains. However, t
long-range order of the resultingScp phase will be severally
prone to fluctuations, because there are two competing s
metries, fcc and hcp, and because the spheres bec
weakly bound when the packing frustration is reduced. T
is consistent with experiments,6 which observe a disordere
region of close-packed spheres along the ODT of theAB
diblock system. Perhaps, the largerScp region predicted for
the asymmetric triblock system might actually survive t
effect of fluctuations.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

We have examined melts of asymmetricABA triblock
copolymers using self-consistent field theory~SCFT!. This
architecture introduces two new effects not present in eit
AB diblock or symmetricABA triblock copolymer melts. At
low asymmetries, the elastic energy in theA domains is re-
duced by the bidispersity of the block lengths, and at h
asymmetries, a fraction of the shortA blocks are pulled into
theB domain allowing theirB blocks to relax. The first effec
causes the order–order phase boundaries to shift toward
A volume fractions, while the second causes them to sw
back toward smallA volume fractions. Both effects cause a
increase in the domain spacing. The crossover between t
two effects (t5tc) can be estimated with a simple stron
segregation expression provided in the Appendix@i.e., Eq.
~A5! with f51].

The phase behavior of the asymmetric triblocks is dom
nated by the standard lamellar~L!, gyroid ~G!, cylindrical
~C!, and spherical~S! morphologies~see Figs. 1 and 3!, but
there is also an unusually large region where SCFT pred
closed-packed spheres (Scp) as opposed to the normal bc
packing. This region occurs on the side of the diagram wh
spheres are formed byA blocks at asymmetries (t,tc),
where the shorterA blocks are easily dislodged. TheB
blocks, to which they are attached, are then able to reli
the packing frustration in the matrix normally responsible
the bcc packing. However, the long-range order of theScp

phase will likely be destroyed by fluctuations because th
are two competing symmetries~fcc and hcp! and the spheres
are only weakly bound. If so, theScp region would just be-
come part of the disordered phase.

Although never stable, the perforated-lamellar~PL!
phase becomes highly metastable along theL/G phase
boundary. Furthermore, the degree of metastability
strongly correlated to the composition shifts in theL/G
boundary. In particular, PL favors asymmetric compositio
presumably because the increased softness and thickne
the majority domain reduces the packing frustration that p
vents it from being stable.

Naturally, these effects for asymmetricABA triblock co-
polymers will be common to many other block copolym
architectures containing two or more chemically identic
blocks of different lengths. Particularly interesting is the o
portunity it provides for shifting the composition of th
phases. The gyroid phase, for example, can be shifted
 license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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D f A'60.1. Similar shifts have been observe
experimentally22 for binary AB diblock blends where theA
blocks had different lengths but theB blocks were matched
the explanation for that behavior is the same as for the as
metric triblocks. Nevertheless, it still remains to confirm o
triblock predictions with experiment.
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APPENDIX A: STRONG-SEGREGATION THEORY FOR
THE LAMELLAR PHASE

The standard strong-segregation theory~SST!3 assumes
complete separation of the chemically distinct blocks. Ho
ever, forABA triblocks of sufficient asymmetry, the melt ca
reduce its free energy by allowing some of the shortA blocks
into theB domain. Although this produces unfavorable co
tacts betweenA and B segments, they are more than com
pensated for by a reduction in the stretching energy of thB
blocks.

Here we consider a lamellar~L! structure where a frac
tion, f, of theABA triblocks have bothA blocks constrained
to the A domains while the remaining fraction, 12f, have
their shortA block in the middle of aB domain. The first set
of triblocks is treated as diblock pairs obtained by snipp
each B block in half, while the second set is treated as sin
diblocks where the shortA block is considered as part of th
B block. Thus, each lamellae can be treated as a bidisp
brush. TheA brush contains a mixture oft f AN and (1
2t) f AN chains where the number fraction of long chains
1/(12f), and theB brush is composed of (12 f A)N and
(12 f A1t f A)N chains where the fraction of long chains
(11f)/(12f). The stretching energy of these two brush
can be obtained by simple expressions provided in Ref.

The resulting free energy of the lamellar phase becom

F

nkBT
5

p2

32

D2

a2N
h~f!1

2aN

D S x

6D 1/2

1xNt f A~12f!,

~A1!

where

h~f!5~12 f A12t f A!~113f2!1 f A~122t!. ~A2!

The first term in Eq.~A1! represents the stretching energ
the second term is the usualA/B interfacial energy, and the
third term approximates the energetic cost of placing a fr
tion, 12f, of the shortA blocks in theB domains. Mini-
mizing this free energy with respect to the lamellar perio
D, provides the equilibrium domain size

D

aN1/2
52S 8xN

3p4h2~f!
D 1/6

. ~A3!

Inserting this back into Eq.~A1! gives
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F

nkBT
5

3

4 S p2h~f!xN

3 D 1/3

1xNt f A~12f!. ~A4!

Next, we minimize the free energy with respect tof subject
to the constraint, 0<f<1. For small asymmetries, the min
mum occurs atf51, but for high asymmetries, the min
mum shifts to a value off,1 determined by the condition

1

4 S p2xN

3h2~f!
D 1/3

h8~f!1xN fAt50. ~A5!

The critical asymmetry,tc , separating thef51 solution at
larget from thef,1 ones at smallt is obtained by solving
Eq. ~A5! with f51.
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